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Jahr et a1. [45] Date of Patent: Nov. 17, 1987

[54} UTILITY USAGE DATA AND EVENT DATA 4,132,981 1/1979 White ............................. 340/870.02
ACQUISITION SYSTEM 4,315,251 2/1982 Robinson et a1. .............. 340/870.03

[75] Inventors: Ronald S. Jahr, Naperville, 111.; Primaty Examiner—.1ames L- Dwyer .
Thomas H. Cowell, Corunna, Mich. Attorney, Agent, or Fzrm—Malcolm R. McKinnon

[73] Assignee: Systems and Support, Incorporated, [57] ABSTRACI
OWOSSO, MiCh- A utility usage data and event data acquisition system

, effective to acquire input serial data messages represent-
[21] Appl. No.. 679’627 ing the amount of consumed utility services and/or
[22] Filed: Dec. 10, 1984 binary event data from one or several external sources

having differing drive signal requirements, the system

Related US. Application Data also being effective to reformat the input data and ap-
. . . pend an identification code and an error detection code

[62] 33180111“ Ser. No. 310,054, OCt‘ 9’ 1981’ Pat' NO' to the acquired data, and thereafter transmit messages
’ ’ ' comprising the identification code, the acquired data,

[51] Int. Cl.4 ..................... H04M 11/00; G08C 19/00 the error detection code and other control information
[52] US. Cl. ................................ 379/107; 340/870.03 to a central location through the agency of coaxial
[58] Field of Search ...................... 340/870.02, 870.03, cables, public switched telephone networks or other

340/870.11, 870.19, 310 A; 364/483; 179/2 A, 2 transmission facilities utilizing data terminals which
AM; 379/106, 107, 92 accept serial binary messages at logic level voltages.

[56] References Cited Data message transmission is initiated either’ at randomtimes by an algorithm within the control program of a
U-S- PATENT DOCUMENTS microprocessor incorporated in the system or from an

3,114,900 12/1963 Anderson ....................... 340/870.11 “'3“an applied 001mm“ Signal-
3,688,271 8/1972 Rouse ............... 340/870.03
3,820,073 6/1974 Vercellotti et a1. ............ 340/870.03 38 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures
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